Licence to publish in Science in School

Before we can consider your article for publication, we need your acceptance of our
copyright terms.
If your article is accepted, it will be published on the Science in School website (in
HTML and PDF format) and may be included in the print issue. Translations of your
article may also be published on the Science in School website.
The Science in School editorial team retains the right to edit the article to conform to
the house style of the journal.

Copyright for text
Each article published in Science in School is subject to the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license. This license was developed to facilitate open access:
free immediate access to, and unrestricted reuse of, original works of all types.
Under this license, you agree to make your article legally available for reuse, without
permission or fees, for virtually any purpose. Anyone may copy, distribute or reuse
your article, as long as you (the author) and Science in School, (the original source)
are properly cited.
Further information is available under: www.scienceinschool.org/copyright and
http://creativecommons.org.

Copyright for images and additional material
Images used to illustrate articles in Science in School are not affected by the Creative
Commons copyright licence and may not be re-used by others without permission of
the copyright holder.
If you do not own the images that you provided with your article, please get
permission from the person who does, and send us their full name and affiliation. You
will also need their permission for diagram labels to be translated, if necessary. All
images will carry the credit line ‘Image courtesy of <copyright-holder’s name>’.
For information only (e.g. as an example of the sort of image that could be used), you
may submit images that you do not have permission to reproduce. These images
should be clearly marked (in the caption) ‘not suitable for publication’.
Please apply the same principles to the any additional material (worksheets,
extension activities or additional information) that will be attached to the article.
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Agreement
Title of article (provisional):

__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Name(s) of author(s):

__________________________________________

Address of signing author:

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Email address of signing author: __________________________________________
I confirm that I am the copyright holder of the article*. If the article has multiple authors, I
confirm that the other authors of the article agree to the copyright licence and that I am
signing on their behalf.
I confirm that I am the copyright holder of the images and additional material intended
for publication (all others must be marked ‘not suitable for publication’), or that I have the
permission of the copyright holder to reproduce the images in Science in School+.
I confirm that the images and additional material for which I am the copyright
owner can be translated.
(Optional) If my article is accepted for publication, I agree to translate the final version
into ______________________________ (native language) for publication on the
Science in School website.

(Signature)

(Date)

*

If your employer claims copyright on articles you write, you must get their
permission. If your article has been published substantially elsewhere, you must
confirm that the other publisher allows you to republish it in Science in School.

+

If you submit photographs of children to illustrate your article, you will need to get
the permission of the children’s parents or guardians.
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Please return the completed form by post, fax or email to:
Science in School
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
Meyerhofstrasse 1
69117 Heidelberg
Germany
Email: editor@scienceinschool.org
Fax: +49 6221 387 8834
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